Building community, capacity and knowledge of FAIR data processes for POs and grantees. Championing improvements in data-rich foundation investments.
Knowledge sharing

News from the EDA3 team

Anonymizing data in agriculture
Data Sharing Toolkit [10min read]
Just one of the many educational resources we generated to benefit POs and their grantees as part of EDA2.

FAIR data: what's in it for me?
by Arun Jadhav [5min+ read]
An open explainer that collates information about FAIR data practices, its history and why you should care.

Data Standards for Soil: Why aren't they taking root?
Gates Open Research [45min read]
On the challenges facing soil data standards in a post-pandemic world.

Found an article you'd like us to share? Send it to fair@cabi.org
How “Farm Hack” was born

Resilience [13min read]
An extract from The Great Regeneration Ecological Agriculture, Open-Source Technology, and a Radical Vision of Hope focusing on open-source agriculture.

Microsoft’s FarmVibes project

Microsoft Research [5min+ read]
Launched last year this resource is Big Tech intervention aims to platform open source ‘democratizing digital tools for sustainable agriculture’.

Learnings on sustainability ‘at scale’

Ampliseed [Longer read: 60min+]
Ampliseed’s discursive publication featuring conversations on ‘scaling experiences’, with insights applicable to working in environmental resilience and agriculture.
FAIR Insight – from the wider data ecosystem

News, views, research from the FAIR ecosystem in Agriculture and beyond

Open access models in scientific research publishing
ISC [9min read]
ISC consultant, Moumita Koley, on current models and the “emergence of alternatives, steadily gaining prominence within the scholarly community”.

Trusting the FAIR principles
OpenAccessGovernment.org [15min read]
Andy Götz, ESRF data manager and PaNOSC coordinator on applying FAIR principles to research data.

Found an article you'd like us to share?
Send it to fair@cabi.org
FAIR Insight – from the wider data ecosystem

News, views, research from the FAIR ecosystem in Agriculture and beyond

Huge cost of gender inequality in food and agriculture
UN News [4min read]
Within this call from the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) to level-up women’s experiences in food and agriculture is a recognition that high-quality, accessible data is a priority for equality.

Wellcome choses partner for OA report
OA.Report [1min read]
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is one of the funders in this work between the Wellcome Institute and OA.Report to “reduce the workload and number of tools” required for Wellcome’s OA policy compliance.
Thank you for reading the FAIR Journal – we look forward to your feedback and working with you on implementing FAIR practices over the next year.

Martin Parr, EDA3
Director, Data Policy & Practice, Digital Development

fair@cabi.org